
House Dog Obedience Class - Week 2
Instructor: Jessica Fritschi LVT, CDBC, CPDT-KA
Email: noblebeasttraining@gmail.com

Name Game/Eye Contact Step 2
Behavior: Dog makes eye contact when name/cue is called
Verbal Cue: Your dog’s name/Watch me
It does not matter what position your dog is in. Hold your food lure between your fingertips and stick it
right in front of their nose. Move it so the dog follows your lure hand next to your face. Mark and reward
behavior.

Hand Target Step 2
Behavior: Dog moves with you to follow target hand
Verbal Cue: Touch
Start with a few easy hand targets close to your dog. Then cue your dog for a hand target and when they
start to zero in for the bop, pull your hand back a few inches so they need to continue to follow it. Once
s/he bops her nose to your palm, mark and reward the behavior. Up the criteria by gradually moving
your hand a little further each time, until you are taking a step back as well. Practice targeting with both
your left and right hands.

Sit Step 2
Behavior: Dog sits for hand signal and Dog sits next to you in heel position
Verbal Cue: Sit
Dog should be in a standing position. Warm your dog up with one or two lured sits. Then you will fade
the lure by cuing your dog to sit first with verbal, pause one or two seconds, then with hand signal. Your
hand signal should mimic the movement you make when you do have the food lure in your hand. Mark
and reward when s/he finds the position.
Next, lure your dog to find heel position like we did last week. Except this time you will not mark and
feed your dog the second cookie until they sit. Lure the dog behind you with cookie #1, mark and feed,
then lure the dog to turn around with cookie #2. Instead of clicking and feeding at the seam of your
pants, you will pull your food hand up the seam of your pants toward your hip as you also verbally cue
the dog to “sit.” When your dog finds the position, mark and feed the second cookie. Continue to feed,
one treat after another, until you release the dog from their position using your release cue.

Leave-it Step 2
Behavior: Dog stays away from your closed fist for 5-10 seconds (adding duration)
Verbal Cue: Leave-it
It does not matter what position your dog is in. Just as before, pull out a food lure and show it to your
dog. Stick it right in front of their nose and close your fist around it. Now instead of feeding right when
s/he backs off, add some duration. Count 1-2-3. Click after three and reward by dropping on the ground
or feeding a different treat from your other hand or treat pouch. Your goal, over the next week, is to
make it to 10 before clicking and feeding. We will practice this as a group next class, so make sure you
practice!

Down Step 2
Behavior: Dog downs for verbal +/- hand signal
Verbal Cue: Down
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Dog should be in a sitting position. If you need to, start with a couple lured downs (where you are
holding a treat in your hand). Then you will fade the lure by cuing your dog to down first with verbal,
pause one or two seconds, then with hand signal. Your hand signal should mimic the movement you
make when you do have the food lure in your hand. Mark and reward when s/he goes down. Initially
your hand signal may be a large sweeping gesture, as if you still had the cookie in your hand. But try to
shorten the hand signal with each new cue. Continue to feed, one treat after another, until you release
the dog from their position using your release cue.

Loose Leash Step 2
Behavior: U-Turns and collar pressure
Verbal Cue: Let’s go
As we practiced last week, get your dog into heel position, mark and reward for a couple of repetitions.
Then you will have a small handful of food in your left or right hand (your food hand will be the same
side that your dog is on). Your opposite hand will be holding the slack of the leash and your clicker. The
third time you get her into heel, tell her “let’s go” and start moving forward (only a couple of steps)
luring her with your food hand at the seam of your pants. Mark and feed every few steps for maintaining
position by your side. At some point your dog may move ahead of you or they may lag behind. Either
way, at this point, they are going to feel some pressure on their collar or harness.

● If your dog has moved ahead: turn yourself back in the opposite direction (make a U-turn) and
call / encourage your dog to turn back toward you. When they do, mark and feed in heel position
when they catch up.

● If your dog lags behind: call / encourage your dog to catch up with you. You may even set a piece
of food right next to your foot to encourage them to catch up with you. When they do, mark and
feed in heel position. At this point, you may need to lure them to follow you as you make the
U-turn. Once you make the turn, mark and feed in heel position.

At this stage you are only taking a couple steps in one direction before you make your U-Turn and start
moving in the opposite direction. Your goal by next class is that you can move 5 steps in each direction,
only marking and feeding after taking the U-Turn.

Magic Mat Step 2
Behavior: Dog is rewarded for finding a sit or down position on the mat and returning to the mat
Verbal Cue: None at this time
Like last week, start by laying the mat on the floor. But instead of marking the dog for stepping on the
mat, we will now wait for the dog to offer a sit or a down on the mat. You can help your dog out the first
few repetitions by luring the dog into position, but do not say “sit” or “down” because eventually we will
call the mat behavior its own name (go to mat, place, etc). Once your dog finds the position, mark and
slow feed cookies, one after another, by setting them down on the mat in front of the dog or between
their legs until you release your dog by saying their release cue and tossing a cookie away from the mat.
Your goal for this week is to get your dog to seek the mat again after every reset cookie.

Come Step 2 Dog in the middle
Behavior: Dog runs between two people 5-10 feet apart
Verbal Cue: None at this time
You will NOT use your recall word until we tell you that you are ready!
You and a partner are in a standing position. Initially you may only be 3 feet apart. Person #1 calls the
dog’s name. When they orient toward person #1, mark and feed by dropping a treat or two at your feet.
Then person #2 calls your dog’s name. Repeat the exercise. The treat should already be on the ground by
the time s/he makes it to person #2! Repeat the exercise again, so on and so forth, until your dog is



happily running back and forth between both of you. Gradually increase distance by taking one step
back. You may play this game with two or more people. It’s a great exercise to get all family members
involved!

How often should you practice these behaviors?
EVERY DAY! Keep training sessions short – between 10-15 minutes

Where should you practice these behaviors?
Everywhere! Start in one room of your house. Once you have both mastered a behavior in one room,
then move to another. Then move outside. Then practice when you’re on a walk down the block. Then
when you are at the park. Then when you are at the veterinary office! So on and so forth… This is called
generalizing a behavior and it is a very important concept to practice!


